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The ability to spot services at risk of
becoming unsafe, in order to address
the underpinning causes and avoid the
sorts of failures seen in Mid Staffordshire,1 Walter Reed2 or King Edward3 has
become an increasing preoccupation of
health systems in the developed world.
In this issue, Nowotny and colleagues
contribute to the emerging knowledge in
this area with their retrospective study of
which routinely available data may have
given early warning of a service failure in
a maternity service in Victoria, Australia.4
To date, most national approaches to
using routine data to identify poor quality
have concentrated on posthoc analyses
of sentinel poor outcomes—typically
clusters of deaths from similar diagnoses
within hospitals and units.5 6 Done well,
with appropriate statistical sophistication,
this can allow relatively quick identification of emerging problems. Indeed, the
Mid Staffordshire case was first spotted
using precisely this approach.7
The approach adopted by Nowotny
and colleagues moves one step beyond the
monitoring of sentinel outcomes, triangulating a range of data pointing in the same
direction and identifying which have
predictive power in this case. They note
that rapidly increasing clinical activity
(or pressure on services) was associated
with safety failure. This is worrying in the
current environment. Even in many countries that appear to have gained control
of the COVID-19 pandemic, a ‘backlog’
of patients who did not access services at
the height of the pandemic has occurred.
At the same time as this likely increase in
demand, the need to keep a ‘corridor’ for
patients with COVID-19 separated from
others further reduces supply. Increased
pressure on services is a likely fact of life
in nearly all health systems over the next
few years. In this context, Nowotny and
colleagues’ results are therefore timely
and urgent.

However, although the ability to interpret historic outcomes to predict future
risk is essential, two further developments
are required to marry data to safety.
First, we need to recognise that to rely
solely on historic data to predict future
risk is rather akin to attempting to ‘drive
by looking in the rear-view mirror’. An
alternative is to consider a broader range
of information about organisational
culture, resilience and reliability and
ability to respond to new risks.
In their framework for safety measurement and monitoring,8–10 Vincent and
colleagues suggest five dimensions that
need to be measured to understand how
safe a healthcare organisation is. Only
one of these, past harm, can be measured
through either sentinel events data or
triangulating use of outcome data. The
others—reliability; sensitivity to operations; anticipation and preparedness and
integration and learning—speak much
more to an organisation’s systems and
processes, culture and capacity. Weaknesses in these areas may be an ‘earlier
warning’ of problems ahead than even the
most refined posthoc analysis of historic
poor outcomes. Getting hold of data (in
the broad sense of the word) to understand performance in these four ‘present
tense’ dimensions, may be the challenge.
Resilient healthcare, in the framing of
Braithwaite and colleagues, recognises
that the current approaches to poor safety
performance in many healthcare systems
use a linear ‘find and fix’ model,1 that is,
root cause analysis of the 10% or 5% or
1% of adverse outcomes, identification
of the issue, error or individual at the
‘root’, and response, whether punitive
or through regulation or policy, to minimise future occurrences. The paradigm
shift Braithwaite and colleagues advocate
instead is a focus on ‘Safety-II’—a recognition of the complexity of the system
within which errors and failures occur,
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and the concomitant fostering and nurturing of the
conditions under which things go right, as they more
often do, rather than go wrong.
Such an acknowledgement and such an approach
are predicated on the idea that the complex emergent environments of healthcare delivery require the
system’s ability to rapidly recognise and adjust to
changing contexts. COVID-19, in many jurisdictions,
is the signal example, where command-
and-
control
approaches under tremendous pressure ceded power
to local responses with more distributed leadership
and devolved decision-
making in an atmosphere of
trust in local actors to work toward overarching goals.
When conditions are dynamic, complex and uncertain
(all of the time in healthcare, even more so during a
pandemic), the ability to recognise, understand and
adjust is crucial.
The second development required is knowing how
to react to a warning sign. Reviews of service failures
tend to note examples of where evidence of failure
was available but unobserved and where evidence of
failure was observed but not acted on. This raises the
question: who should act, and how? One of the ironies
of health services in developed countries over the last
30 years is that while data about operation of services
has proliferated, systems have tended to artificially
limit their options to respond to these signals. Typically, regulatory and performance management mechanisms have been privileged over other alternatives
such as quality improvement, training and education,
or policy and resourcing changes.
This seems short-sighted. At the heart of consideration of poor quality care is the paradox that while
studies commonly estimate that in the order of 1 in 10
hospital patients are in some way harmed by the care
they receive,11 the sorts of scandals mentioned above

Figure 1
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shock, in part, because of their rarity. They are not
‘normal’ (indeed, perverse normalisation of shockingly
poor care is part of what causes these rare scandals.12
In other words, there is a danger of only concentrating
on the notorious scandals while missing the slow accretion of suboptimal care (and especially systems of care
with in-built inequity), which at the population level is
responsible for more damage.
Yet regulatory and performance management
responses are designed to do precisely this—to address
the malicious, reckless or incompetent professional
or the ‘failing organisation’, even though these are
only comparatively rarely the cause of poor quality
or unsafe care. A broader range of causes need to be
considered, as we propose in the provisional description shown in figure 1. As well as the underpinning
social determinants of health, poor outcomes at a
triple/quadruple aim level can be driven by a range of
causes.13 As such, a range of responses are required,
including, always, engagement and partnership with
consumers in support. Along with the ‘bad apple’ and
the ‘failing organisation’, problems may reflect:
►► teams that lack capability (such as knowledge, skills or

well-designed processes).
►► organisations that are wrongly designed or resourced

for the task they have to do (indeed Nowotny and
colleagues’ identification of activity per bed points to
this as a common cause).
►► the whole health system may be poorly designed (at least
for the specific service under consideration).
►► a risk emerging from a new and insufficient tested
therapy (surgical mesh in gynaecological patients is a
recent example14).

For these different causes, different approaches may
be required, as the figure suggests. These certainly
include regulation and performance management, but

Why things go wrong and how to address them.
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also encompass quality improvement science, capability building at the team or organisational level,
enhanced skills in clinical governance, policy change
and in some cases simply more resources. It may also
be necessary to consider reconfiguration of services
and changes of leadership, although recent evidence
suggesting that organisational instability is linked
with poorer performance15 suggests that these options
should be closer to a last resort than a first recourse.
What this implies is a need for health systems to have
mechanisms for understanding the cause of potential poor quality that are as rigorous as their systems
for spotting its likelihood. Building this capability
has several prerequisites. Concepts such as complex
adaptive systems (and the recognition that this is
what health systems are),16 resilient organisations17
and human factors18 need to be much more widely
understood.
Above all, trust between frontline services and central
system governance is essential. Building the analytic
capability to understand the sorts of variants of statistical process control required to have early warning
of poor-quality care is a prerequisite to making such
a system work, but without trust these skills can (and
have) simply become weaponised to argue the toss
about whether there is a problem or not. When this
happens, patients lose.
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